Module 7 Unit 2

1. What are the two main concerns of the CEC? **Prevent shock and reduce fire hazards**

2. Who wrote the CEC? **Group of electrical engineers**

3. Who determines the minimum installations requirements for the CEC? **CSA**

4. Why are the CEC sections numbered with even numbers only? **Leave room for new sections to be added in between after an edition has been printed**

5. What four pieces of information follow the sections in the CEC? **Tables, Diagrams, Appendices, Index**

6. Where are definitions located in the CEC? **Section 0 at the front**

7. What are the next three divisions of the CEC after rule and subrule? **Paragraph, Subparagraph, and Clause**

8. How are changes from the previous edition of the CEC indicated? **Delta Symbol**

9. How are deletions from the previous edition of the CEC indicated? **Delete Symbol**

10. What are amendments to the CEC? **Provincial modifications to suite their own local situation**

11. What are the two stages of inspection for electrical work? **Rough-in and final**

12. What does a “c UL” stamp on equipment indicate? **Evaluated by Underwriters Laboratories and samples have been checked for compliance to Canadian standards**

13. What is a CSA “Special Acceptance” approval? **Field approval for a limited quantity of equipment**